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* Utah State University (USU) was awarded a contract by AFO5R,

Contract No. AFOSR-84-0192, based on a proposal "'Infrared Airglow

Clutter" submitted in response to the DOD-URIP FY84-85

Announcement. Proposed were two systems to augment an existing

* infrared (IR) experiment (i.e. an interferometer-spectrometer

and a telescoped radiometer) at U5U for systematic measurements

of hydroxyl (OH) and molecular oxygen (02) IR airglow emissions,

which are valid to the dynamics and photochemistry of the

mesopause region. Specifically, the two proposed systems were:

1.) A low-light-level TV imaging system that is sensitive to OH-

meinel emissions (6800-9000A), and *4

2.) An optical positioning system for the IR radiometer. The TV

imaging system, called GAZER, is required to provide images of

the gross infrared band structures and wave motions generated by

gravity waves. The microprocessor controlled tracking mount will

drive a USU IR radiometer through programmable, repeatable scan

patterns to provide sky maps of the temporal ana spatial small

scale inhomogeneities. These three systems (the existing

interferometer-spectrometer, GAZER, and the scanning radiometer)

would be incorporated into the Mobilab Auroral/Airglow Research

Facility (MARF) at Utah State University. MARF contains

supporting experiments/scanning photometers, all-sky TV,

magnetometer, riometer, recording equipment, etc., for scientific

investigations of spatial and temporal characteristics of IR

emissions associated with the aurora and airglow. The two

proposed instruments would provide the capability to make high

resolution spatial and temporal measurements of IR structures.

This is necessary to the establishment of the IR data base for

study of the dynamic structuring and photochemistry of the

mesopause region and will include the twilight transition for the

photochemistry of OH and 02, night airglow for information on

dynamical processes, seasonal trends in emission levels and
temperature identification of principal nightglow mechanisms.

AFOSR Final Report, Page I



The proposed approach was to procure a low-light-level OH

video system and the optical pointing system from subcontractors

through the competitive bid process. However, studies and

investigation by USU showed that the program could be

accomplished more effectively and the desired increased

measurement capability could still be obtained within proposed

costs if an alternate approach was taken, i.e., modification of

existing equipment at USU to achieve the desired goals. The

GAZER (Graphics Aided Zonal Energy Recorder), under development

at USU for the Air Force Geophysics Laboratory for auroral

measurements, would be modified, particularly in the front end,

with a more sensitive TV camera and filter, etc., to be capable

of airglow emissions measurements. The optical positioning

system would be obtained by modifying an existing pedestal at USU

by providing a programmable control unit, the motor drive system,

and a data recording and analysis unit with the capability to

control the instrument scan. With AFOR approval, USU proceeded

to develop these systems and both systems have been completed.

GAZER was deployed to a remote site in the auroral zone in

support of the AFGL SPIRIT program and operated successfully.

The scanning radiometer is planned to support the AFO5R sponsored N
MAPSTAR investigation in September/October 1987. The following

describes the GAZER and Scanning Radiometer systems.

AN t

BACKGROUND

GAZER is a low liqht level, wide angle TV imaging and

recording system designed for use in studies of atmospheric light

emissions. Its main advantage over conventional low-light-level

TV imaging and recording systems is that it has the capability of

storing information regarding absolute intensity levels of the

image for subsequent recall and analysis. GAZER has the

capability of imaging signals ranging from the low light levels

AFOSR Final Report, Page 2



associated with airglow, to the much brighter levels of intense

aurora.

The system employs a filtered. image intensified, wide anqle

* camera to obtain images which are then digitized (on an

individual pixel basis) and stored on magnetic tape.

Simultaneously, the images are displayed in false color to

provide a visual indication of light emission intensity vs.

* position. Gazer is capable of some limited real time signal

processing, but more complicated analysis requires the use of

more powerful computers. The real time processing available

however, makes a vast amount of information readily accessible to

* the user, thus enabling more effective decisions regarding

approaches and procedures for further data acquisition.

One ma3or application of GAZER will be in the determination

of ionizing particle energy spectra from observed auroral

emission rates. In particular, study of the ratios of the

commonly observed emissions of 6300A and 5577A from atomic

oxygen and the 4278A band from ionized molecular nitrogen should

infer a characteristic energy of the electron flux that produced

* the emissions. A paper [Rees and Luckey, 1974) dealing with tnis

technique is included with this report as Appendix A.

The GAZER system is shown in conceptual block diagram form

in Figure 1. Figure 2 elaborates on the GAZER camera head.

Figure 3 is a photograph of the instrument console and Figure 4

'is a photograph of the Remote Camera Controller and the TV

camera. Although the photographs shown if Figures 3 and 4 do

not show GAZER installed in the USU mobile observatory, the

instrument can be removed from the instrument cabinets shown and

be installed into the mobile facility. As shown, the instrument

is prepared for use in the laboratory or at remote sites where it

is not feasible to utilize the mobile unit.

Operator control of the GAZER system is accomplished from

the Televideo Control Terminal. This station displays the

operational status of GAZER, and affords the operator programming

AFOSR Final Report, Page 3
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options and mode-of-operation selection. From the conr-ol

terminal the operator monitors the status of power and

temperatures, views and selects variable gains and sample rates.

*selects filters and controls the video displays. GAZER is

capable of operation in any of 4 modes. These modes are user

defined end can be preprogrammed to fit specific needs. A fifth

mode is available for playback of recorded data and is not

*programmable. In each of the user-defined modes, such items as

filters, gain, frame averaging/integration, frame rate and

display aspects are programmed into a 10-command sequence. Thus.

each mode can be tailor made for specific observing conditions.

Commands from the control console keyboard are sent to the

system CPU which issues the system commands. The CPU is an 8066

device utilizing multi-bus I architecture. As can be seen from

the diagram in Figure 1, the CPU interfaces with the Remote

Camera Control over an RS232C Serial Control/Data bus.

The Remote Camera Control unit provides the interface with

the GAZER camera head. It communicates video Qain, intensifier

gain, and filter position to the Camera Head, and monitors these

parameters as well as preamp video.

GAZER is equipped with a Lenzar wide angle, low-light-level

TV camera that incorporates a built-in image intensifier and a 6

position filter wheel. The Camera Head is shown in Figure 2.%

Filters incorporated in the system are described in the GAZER

specifications shown in Table 1. Filter wheel position, and both %,

the video camera gain and the image intensifier gain can be

independently controlled. This produces a wide dynamic range

capability for the system. In addition to receiving operational

commands, the TV camera/intensifier incorporates monitors for

temperature and voltage levels within the unit. As stated above,

all control and monitoring functions for the Camera/Intensifier

W are accomplished from the GAZER Remote Camera Controller.

Video output from the intensifier/camera is sent to a

color video monitor and then is converted from NTSC to diQitized

(8 bits per pixel grey scale) RGB (Red, Green, Blue) video for

storage on magnetic tape and monitoring on the RGB color monitor.

AFOSR Final Report, Page 8



Each frame recorded on the tape 1.5 preceded by a header that

defines the system settings that were used to obtain the imaqe.

Conversion of the NTSC video to digitized video is accomplished

* by Imaqing Technology Frame Grabbers. The image viewed here by

an operator is color enhanced (false color) and directly shows

intensity of light from the night sky. After it passes through

the RGB monitor. the video signal is converted back to the NrSC

* format and is made available for monitoring and storage on the

VHS recorder. The VH5 recorder is maintained as a "loq** of

activities. while the tape mass storage unit serves as the

-science" record.

* Several imaging options are available for selection by an

operator of GAZER. Figure 5 depicts these options.

If the operator selects the multiple image option, four

separate images are displayed on the monitor, each being updated

as the instrument continues to acquire date. Three of the images

in this format correspond to the three filtered images. The

fourth image can be a composite of these images or can display

the red-blue ratio. Each image includes information on filter,

* time and date of the image.

The second imaging option shows a single image. The image

to be displayed and its frequency of update is under user

control. The user is able to select the wavelength of the image

to be viewed (red, green, blue, or composite). Also displayed is

the filter involved, time and date of the image.

With the 5can option the operator can select a diagonal

across the image (any direction) along which the brightness can

be displayed in bar chart form below the image. This essentially

provides a meridian scan to monitor development of auroral

activity or other phenomena. Filter information and time and

date of the image are also displayed.

If the user selects the Magnified option, two images are

displayed, one of the entire field-of-view and the other of a

magnified portion of that field. A "window" defining the area to

be magnified appears in the unmagnified view. The window size is

* adjustable and position is variable, thus allowing the operator

AF05R Final Report. Page 9
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Figure 5. GAZER imaging options. 3Mr8
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to -zoom" in on a region of the field that is of interest.

The final option is designed to allow the recording of a

brightness history of a selected part of the image. A small

adjustable window is positioned within the field-of-view, and the

system produces a plot of the luminosity within the window vs.

time. With this option the measurements are restricted to the

use of a single filter. The plot is displayed beneath the image

of the sky as shown in the Figure.

TABLE 1.
GAZER Specifications

Item Specifications/Parameters

VIDEO SENSOR:

Camera ...... . LENZAR Intensicon-8 LLLTV using 2nd gen
* micro-channel intensifier and

proprietary camera tube.

Sensitivity Full video at 1 x 10-6 ft-c
3db points at I x 10-7 ft-c

Usable information at I x 10-8 ft-c

Spectral
Sensitivity - 400 - 930nm

Resolution- - 400 lines at center at 1 x 10-6 ft-c
250 lines at center at 1 x 10-8 ft-c

Dynamic Range at a given gain
(Gray Scale
Rendition)- - 10 shades of gray using EIA TV

resolution chart (to I x 10 - 6 ft-c)

Filter Wheel . . . 6 positions
Blue glass bp filter

356 - 450 nm at 0.707 transmission
334 - 480 nm at 0.200 transmission

Green glass bp filter
492 - 550 nm at 0.707 transmission
466 - 588 nm at 0.200 transmission

Red glass ip filter
614 nm at 0.707 transmission
602 nm at 0.200 transmission

Neutral density filter (0)
Neutral density filter (1)

*Neutral density filter (5)

AFOSR Final Report, Page 11



Table 1 (Cont.)
GAZER Specifications

Item Specifications/Parameters

Lenses ....... 16 mm format, C-mount
12.5 m f/1.3, FOV 650 diag., 540 x 420
4 mm f/l.8, FOV 1260 diag., 1150 x 1000

0 Gain Control . . . Intensifier - External analog program
voltage, 1000:1 range
Video Chain - External analog program
voltage, 1000:1 range

Physical Mounting- Contained in environmentally controlled
case with custom mounting

VIDEO PROCESSOR
Central Processing
Unit ........ .8086 CPU, Multi-bus I architecture

Frame Grabber . - 3 frame buffers, 256K bytes per buffer,
2 interlaced fields per buffer

Resolution .... 512 x 512 pixels, 8 bits per pixel gray

scale

Color . ..... Artificially added on basis of gray
scale to conform to landsat standards

Processing Rate- 10 seconds per frame, including display
computations and mass storage for single

* frame, 20 seconds for BRIM computations
and storage

Processing Modes - Color ratio (BRIM) single image;
Multiple image including color ratio;
Intensity along an arbitrary cut;

* Magnified image;
Luminosity in a window vs. time.

Mass Storage . . . Quarter-inch magnetic tape cartridge, 67
Mbytes per cartridge

Display ........ . RGB color;
NTSC encoded composite color video

Log .......... .VHS casette video recorder.

0
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GAZER was deployed at Fort Nelson, British Columbia in

support of the AFGL SPIRIT campaign from January to April 1986.

During that interval more than 1500 megabytes of data were

acquired including observations during the February 9. 1986

magnetic storm, one of the largest of the decade. During the

evening of the SPIRIT rocket launch, GAZER acquired four images

per minute over a two-hour interval centered on the time of

launch, for a total of approximately 450 images. The data

recorded during the launch represent roughly 8% of the total data

acquired over the course of the campaign. Figure 6 shows the USU

mobile facility that housed GAZER during the SPIRIT campaign.

At the time of the SPIRIT campaign GAZER was configured as

herein reported. i.e., with an internal filter wheel (within the

camera housing) and a wide angle C-mount lens as the primary "

camera lens but was installed in the mobile observatory rather

than in the rack mount shown in Figure 3. This configuration

imposed certain constraints on the system, the most severe being

that monocnromatic interference filters could not be used in the
.

ootical chain. Instead of interference filters, red, blue, and

green glass filters, selected to pass certain dominant features

of the auroral spectrum, were installed. Three neutral density

filters were also installed, providing neutral densities of 0, 1.

and 5. The blue, green and red glass filters had peak responses

near 3950 A, 5200 A. and >6100 A. respectively, and had half peak

bandwidths on the order of 100 A. Hence, the blue glass filter

passed both the 3914 A and 4278 A auroral band emissions, while

the green filter was dominated by the 5577 A emission. The red

filter passed only wavelengths longer than 6100 A and was

therefore primarily responsive to the 6300 A emission.

As mentioned earlier, the operating mode of GAZER is under

operator control. That is to say, the filter sequence.

integration time and console display can be configured to suit

the particular conditions. Also, the operating modes can be

predefined and recalled for use by the operator. During the

AFOSR Final Report, Page 13
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SPIRIT campaign several operating modes were predefined, each

mode was designed to acquire data under specific auroral

conditions. All, of these modes were tested during the SPIRIT

field campaign. During the SPIRIT launch, GAZER was configured

to cycle between the blue and red filters at intervals of

approximately 15 seconds (time between images is a function of 6.

the time required to store an image to magnetic tape). In the

* "patrol' mode (i.e., without data storage) the cycle time is

reduced to approximately 5 seconds between frames.

The digital data acquired by the GAZER system opens up a

vast new spectrum of data analysis opportunities. The images can

* be corrected for lens distortion, filter characteristics and van

Rhijn effects and the auroral forms can be mapped into geographic

or geomagnetic coordinate systems. A variety of image processing

techniques, such as bandpass filtering, background removal,

temporal integration over multiple frames or spectral ratioing

can be readily performed. Although monochromatic filters were

not incorporated in the GAZER system at the time of the SPIRIT

launch, we feel that the data in hand will allow us to derive a

* first order approximation of the auroral energy deposition by

utilizing the images acquired using the blue and red filters. We

propose to derive the ratio of the red to blue intensity over

small spatial regions within the aurora and to examine how that

ratio varies within individual images and as a function of time

during the auroral substorm.

Work by Rees and Luckey (1974] has shown that the spectral

energy distribution of auroral electrons in the energy range 100

6eV to 10's of keV can be expressed in the form

N(E)dE = NOE exp(-E/6)dE

where is the energy at the peak of the distribution. Using the

theoretical curve published by Rees and Luckey, 6 can be

expressed as follows:

6= 2.014/R

where R is the ratio 63200A/4278A.

AFOSR Final Report, Page 15
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There are some obvious limitations to the data acquired by

GAZER in that the filters were not monochromatic and the images

were not acquired sim-I.taneously at both wavelengths. However,

* the quality of the data is high and the software tools developed

in processing these data will be of value in future campaigns.

It is of note that in the time period subsequent to the SPIRIT

measurements campaign some further modifications have been

* accomplished to the GAZER system. These include the

installation of a wide angle telecentric lens and monochromatic

filters in the optical chain.
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THE-i O TIrCAL POINTINGc S'YSTEM

The Optical Pointing System consists of three main

components: 1.) the rotatable instrument mount, 2.) the control

unit, and 3.) a PDP 11/73 computer. Figures 7 and 8 show the

rotatable instrument mount housing a U5U IR radiometer, and the

pointing system controller, respectively. Specifications for the

optical pointing system are shown in Table 2.

TABLE 2.

Optical Pointing System Specifications

Parameter Specifications/Comments
05

Tracker Modes:

Elevation Scan ....... .. Tracker scans continuously through
an elevation range, then steps

*discretely in azimuth and retraces
through the elevation range.

Azimuth Scan ........ . Tracker scans continuously through
an azimuth range, then steps
discretely in elevation and

0 retraces through the azimuth range.

Manual Positioning. . . Manually move the tracker to any
position using keys on the front

panel of the control module.

*Scan Parameters:

Elevation Scan . . . . Start angle - set manually (0.00 to
35990).

Scan Range - 1800, 900 , 600 , 450,
300, or 150 rotation.

* Scan Direction - ± (CW or CCW).
Scan rate - 0.2 to 2.00 per second.

Azimuth step size - 10, 20, 40 , or
8.

Azimuth step range - +00, 160, 320,
or 480.

Azimuth Scan ........ . Start angle - set manually (0.00 to
359.90.

Scan range - 3600 , 1800 , 900, 600 ,

450, 300, or 150 rotation.
Scan direction - ± (CW or CCW).
Scan rate - 0.2 to 2.00 per second.

F
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TABLE 2 (Continued).
Optical Pointing System Specifications

Parameter Specifications/Comments

Azimuth Scan (cont.) - Elevation step size - 10, 20 , 40,
or 80.

Elevation step range - 00, 160,
320, or 480.

Outputs:

Elevation Position- - . Four digits, seven segment LED
readout.

Digital stream; synchronous serial

* output at 1200 baud for
recording on tape.

Azimuth Position- ... Four digits. seven segment LED
readout.

Digital stream: synchronous serial
output at 1200 baud for

* recording on tape.

The Optical Pointing System Control Unit provides control

oi the instrument mount through two cables. One cable is

* utilized to drive the motors on the tracker while the other cable

is utilized for position feedback provided by opticai encoders on

the tracking mount. The data from the dual channel radiometer

and the position and the position data are recorded

0 simultaneously and post-processed. The PDP-11/73 is part of the

total system that is used to process the data at the operating

field site. The PDP-11 has the capability to control the

instrument scan through various regions of the sky during any set

measurement period. The control unit is also supplied with a
.%-

serial interface to allow communication with the host computer.

This unit is thus programmable to allow any type of spatial scan

to be used.

A photograph of a single video frame from an extremely

sensitive video camera operating in the 7100-8000A is shown in

Figure 9. The photograph clearly shows OH structure and stars

visible in the background.

AFOSR Final Report, Page 18
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When the video frame shown in Figure 9 was recorded, the USU

initerferometer was coaligned with the camera and the center of

its field-of-view is marked with an -X". The interferometer

* field-of-view is approximately 1.8 cm in diameter on the

photograph. The interferometer is measuring a "dark" band in the

frame. Field-of-view of the photograph is 90 x 120. The "dot"

indicates the center of the fixed radiometer field-of-view. With

• the scanning radiometer this type of structure will be mapped and

recorded continuously to give a capability to investigate the

spatial and temporal characteristics of structure of the airglow. A

The scanning radiometer is planned to support the AFOSR

sponsored MAPSTAR investigation in September/October 1987.
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Auroral Electron Energy Derived From Ratio of Spectroscopic Emissions
0 1. Model Computations

M. H. REES'

National Science Foundation. Washington. D. C. 20550

D. LUCKEY

Lahoratof.i for A uptospheric and Space Phrsics. L nicersity of Colorado
Boulder. Colorado 80302

The relationship bet',een auroral electron fluxes and spectroscopic cmission Icatures in aurora is
quantitativel} explored. The model computations focus on the promincnt auroral radiations, of atomic o%-
;cn at 6300 A and 3577 A and a vibrational band of ionized molecular nitiroge at 427S A. The emission

rate ratios. 63004278. 5577/4278. and 6300, 5577. together u ith the absolute emission rate of the 4278-A
radiation. ma be used to infer a characteristic cners olthepreCipitating electron flux. This characteristic
energy and the 4278-A intensit) then determine the total electron flux and the encrgy deposition rate.
Computational results are presented in casil% used curves, and the assumptions made in the model
calculations are discussed in the text. At the present time it appears that the ratio 63W, 4278 is the most
reliable and informative of the set.

Numerous in situ measurements of auroral electron fluxes mosphcre. and the changes in the composition of the neutral
hase hccn made from rockets and satellites since the lirst atmosphere with altitude. Electrons of diffcrent cnercics arc
detector %as flowkn into an auroral display in 1958 [MIcltlain. stopped at different heights: they excite atoms and molecules
1960: Meredith et al.. 1958]. Likewsise. auroral spectroscopy in proportion to the abundance ofcach species at that altitudc.
has been carried out for over a century. since the early work of Nonlocal excitation may be important if secondary electrons
Angstr0it [1869]. Only in recent )ears. hossever. have the undergo transport before dissipating their energy or if a large
phssical processes that relate electron bombardment to spec- flux of ultraviolet photons capable of ionizing and exciting
troscopic emissions been understood sufficiently well to allow gases is produced. In addition, some metastable species are
detailed computations on this problem. The monograph by collisionally quenched before a radiative transition occur--: the
Chani;'rlain [1961] prosides most of the fundamental con- rate of quenching depends on the abundance of the quenching

S.. cepts required to model the spectroscopic aurora, and species.
0onhol's [1971] concise book updates some details in formula- In this paper we investigate the effects of various electron
tion as %,ell as many numerical parameters. energy spectra on the photon emission rates of three auroral

Spectroscopic emissions in the ws avelength region accessible radiations, the 6300-A and 5577-A lines of atomic oxygen and
to eround-based observations account for only about 4'c of the the 4278-A band of ionized molecular nitrogen. In particular.
enrg deposited in the atmosphere by auroral bombardment we wish to learn if it is possible to use ratios of these com-
(M. Ii. Recs. manuscript in preparation. 1974). The poSer of monly observed auroral spectroscopic features to infer a
spectroscopic measurements lies in the fact that the% provide a characteristic energy of the electron flux producing the emis-
surpri,ingl\ large amount of information about the encrgy sions. Eather and Mende (19721 and Gattinger and Vallance
deposition rate. the number flux. and the characteristic cn,ergy Jones 119721 obtained ratios of spectroscopic emissions from
of the bombarding electrons (and protons). Houc\-cr, spec- measurements made during a series of airplane flights in
troscopic measurements give little information about the various portions of the auroral oval. Using these observations.
angular distribution of electron streams and rather limited in- Eather and Mende (1972] were able to identify regions of soft

- formation about the angular distribution of the protons. electron precipitation in the polar cleft and the auroral oval.
Jones and Rees [19731 and Rees and Jones [19731 have sho n Their conclusions were based on preliminar) results of the

that the ,pectroscopic morphology of auroral radiations computations reported here.
depends on the time history of the precipitation: each of the Judge [19721 carried out simplified model computations
seseral processes that contribute to the production of excita- directed toward essentially the same goal as ours. Although
lion resulting in observable optical emissions has its o% n char- Judge takes into account the fact that spectroscopic ratios are
acteristic time constant. Variability in the ratios of various a function of the electron energy, he does not include the
spetro copic features can be expected solely because of the dependence of the ratios on the flux magnitude. i.e.. the ab-
temporal variations in the magnitude of a particle flux of con- solute intensity of the emission features. The effect of the ab-
stant energy characteristics. Hoitever, the largest changes in the solute intensity on the ratios appears to be significant, in-
ratio, of certain spectroscopic emission features are caused by dicating the importance of excitation processes other than
the % ide range of cnerg spectra that characterize auroral clc- electron impact, processes that Judge [19721 has neglected.
tron precipitation, the energy dissipation properties of the at-

MODEL COMIPUTATIONS

On te from the Unr t of Colorado. Boulder. Colorado. The physical processes that relate electron bombardment of
the atmosphere to optical radiations are illustrated

Cop~right t 1914 b. the American (ic..: h~sical Lnion. schematically in Figure I. Primary electrons cause ionization.
5181
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pRIVAR e 4,404 perturbed composition is uncertain, cpeciall% in the juror.lCIN c~s$ Jregions. s"c hase not attempted to include thcc change, in
I composition in the model.IvA, 0 . , Primar. auroral electron fluxcs hase a ", idc ran, of erer.

I j distributions. including ncarl% monocnerctic components. An
interesting prohlem is posed b% the nature of the particle

s[cos cY D OC10%rOf A I t acceleration nechanism(s) that can produce the %ariect of the
1c* M*v WAoa5CcUS energy distributions that hase been obsred. Since an in-

cTNAA SPORJ c,, vestigation or this problem require.' detailed knoA lcd-e of the
atECYRO COLLISIOAL energy spectrum as %ell as the angular distribution of the

.A I IW energetic particles, the present stud% cannot shed an% light on
this question. We use spectroscopic obser, ations to determine

W.,.1o, both the rate of energy deposition by auroral electrons and a
characteristic encrg that describes the electron flux. The

.OUL choice of a 't% pical" spectrum must be someu hat arbitrar . AJ MPO"c"4 6"%" I frcquentl' observed spectral encrg distribution of primar'
Csrcteos,, A,., , auroral electrons in the range of 100 eV to some ten., of khe

Fig. t. Schematic flu, chart relating auroral ch ctron fluxes and up- his a Xax-llijn form:
ti,:al ernissions;. N(E) dE = N.E exp (-E, a) dE €l cm" s- C%'- (1

dissociation, and dissociative ionization. rfany ions and atoms %here en is the energy at the peak of the distribution. The to l
being produced in excited states. Some of these excited states number flux for such a distribution is F = N., and the cnrcry ,
will radiate ultraviolet photons ,ith sufficient energy to flu\ is = 2aF. The distribution described b% (1) approachs
produce further ionization. etc. We do not need to consider zero for both small and laree values of encrgy E. and thus the
this source of ionization separately, since it is alread\ included need for arbitrar. cutoffs is eliminated. The larg: electron
in the experimental value for the amount of energy lost per ion fluxes that are predicted bclo\% 100 eV consist almot entire!%
pair formed, about 35 eV. Similarlx. we need not explicitly dis. or secondary electrons [Rees and Maeda. 19731. Sub,'.intil
tinguish between primary, secondary, tertiary. etc.. electrons overlap in the energies of the primar and secondar. electrer.,
that produce the ion pairs. Chemical-ionic reactions convert e\i.%ts around 100 eV. Judge [19721 chose a douhle \lax-ellian
the ion species produced initially into different ion species b) distribution to represent the electron encrg d:,trihutiOn.
charge exchange and ion-atom interchange. The chemical T% pical observed composite spectra [cf. Frank and .tckerson.
processes that are included in our model have been described 1971: Ogdcie. 19681 show% that the cncrt'\ ditribution o the
by Jones and Rees (19731 and Rees and Jones [19731. In Io%.-cncrg secondary electrons is more closely d scrib d b% a
general. atomic ions are converted into molecular ions that powcr law%.
eventually undergo dissociatise recombination. Our model in- Follow~ing the scheme illustrated in Fieure I. "e ha, made
eludes two major sources of atomic and molecular excitation, sets of nodel computations for electron flu\es of diterent
energetic electron impact and dissociative recombination. It characteristic energies over a range of magnitudes. The reader
also includes thermal electron excitation of the O('D) state, is referred to previous papers (Rees and Jones. 1973. and papers
Electron impact dissociative excitation and dissociative excita- cited thereini for the computational details. Figure I ,ho",
tion by EUV photons (E. C. Zipf, manuscript in preparation, that .sveral measurable paramcter, emerge from the model
1974) have not been included. Although both processes arc computation%: electron and ion densitic,; and tempcraturc,.
energetically capable of O(iS) excitation (as well as O('D) ex- secondur% electron fluxes, and many optical radiation,. Here
citation), the relevant cross sections are unknown at this time. we will consider only three spectral features, the ., I NG (0.
The various excitation processes are described in detail by I) band at 4278 A. an allowed transition, and the 'forbidlcn'0
Rees and Jones [1973]: they will not be repeated here. The I transitions at 5577 A and 6300 A. The o,.Pgcn green line at
above reference also gives the reasons for not including certain 5577 A is emitted by O('S) atoms. which hase a radiatisc
reactions. In this model we have assumed that all secondary, lifetime of about I s and suffer collisional deactisation b%
etc., electrons dissipate their energy locally. Th;s represents a ground state atomic oxygcn. This upper excited state. 0('S). is
very good approximation below 200 kin: however, at higher produced by lo,-encrgy secondary electron impact. di,-
altitudes, upward transport becomes increasingly more impor- sociative recombination. and other processes for which the
tant (Banks et al.. 19741. leading to nonlocal excitation, cross sections are still unknown. The red lines. 6300. 6364 A. r..

A fraction of the electron energy goes into heating the am- originate from the O('D) state. which is onl% 2 cV ahoe the
bient electron gas. thus raising the elcctron temperature. Rate ground state or the atom. Secondary electron impact. dis-
coefficients for dissociative recombination depend on this elec- sociative recombination of 0,. cascading from O('S). and im-
tron temperature. Although 'we have not coupled the ion pact excitation by ambient electrons in the high-encrgy tail of
chemistry and electron and ion temperature computations, we the thermal distribution are believed to be the major sources of
have used temperature profiles appropriate to each model. If excitation for this level. The O(iD) is metastable. vith a
quenching reactions arc included in the calculation, as much as radiative lifetime of about 100 s. Rapid collisional dcacti% ation
one hair of the energy input by auroral electrons goes into by N. accounts for the fact that practicall% no radiation is
kinetic energy of the neutral gas. The consequences of neutral emitted below about 180 km. This emphasizes the importance
heating have been explored by Hays et al. 119731 and Volland or the relative abundances ofO and N, with respect to altitude.
and Mayr [19711. These studies indicate that substantial Therefore the neutral atmosphere is a crucial input to a model
changes in neutral composition can occur. Since even the un- that relates electron energy to spectroscopic ratios. The neutral

-.
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atmosphere that wke used in the computations is given in Jones collisional deactivation that affects 0('S) below about 120 km

and Rees [19731. and O(D) below about 250 km. Except for the minor depar-

An in, tstiation by Rees and Jones [1973] showed that the lures described above, we note that altitude profiles of volume

effects of temporal variations of the precipitating fluxes on op- emission rate ratios are independent of the electron energy

tical radiations are significant. Forced to make an arbitrary spectrum Therefore such profiles would not be useful in deter-

decision recarding the duration of the event. we chose 1200 s mining energy characteristics of the bombarding flux. These

for our calculations. In a precipitation event that remains un- ratios could suggest the relative abundances of the neutral

changed for thii period of time the emission rate of most spec- species 0. 0,. and N,; however, additional computations

troscopic features 'ill approach a steady state value, would be required to assess this effect. The altitude profile of
the 5577/4278 ratio is nearly constant above 160 km. and thus

NUM\IERICAL RESULTS a conclusion reached earlier by Dalgarno and Khare [19671 is

Several 'alues for the characteristic energy a of the electron confirmed.

energy distribution were used in the model computations: a = Optical measurements of auroral radiation can pros ide only

0.3.0.6. 1.6. 4.0. and 10.0 keV. For each% alue of characteristic column-integrated emission rates for both ground-based

energy. calculations were made for a range of electron flux observations and satellite and rocket measurements. Often the

magnitudes. These magnitudes were chosen so that the cor- assumptions used to derive altitude profiles from these

responding 4 -A column emission rate would be in the measurements cannot be fully justified. Thus it is advan-

range from abo'ut 100 R to several kiloraleighs, magnitudes tageous for the model to deal directly with measured column

that are associated with commonly obsersed auroras. emission rates, using only wNell-defined assumptions. %%c

Altitude profiles of 6300,4278. 5577/4278. and 6300/5577 assumed that the electron precipitation is field aligned. choos-

+olurne emission rate ratios are sho', n in Figure 2 for energy ing a dip angle or 770 for these computations. MA e also

spectra chara.,rized by a = 0.3. 0.6. 1.6. 4.0. and 10.0 kcV. assumed that the horizontal extent of the precipitation is

The 6300 4278 ratio curses for different a overlap up to about sufliciently broad to fill completely the field of view, of a

160 km. The separation of the curves aboe this point is ex- photometric detector looking upward along the field line.

plained hx the relati'cls smaller energy deposition at high Column emission rate ratios of 6300/4278. 5577/4278. and

altitude, asociated w.ith the more energetic spectra. This 6300/5577 are show. n as functions of the 4278-A emision rate

resulti in Ils, r clctron d n sities at high altitudes: thus less of in Figures 3.4. and 5 for several values ofre. The curves shoss

the cnerL. aal ihilc for cxitation of the 0('D) state is lost to that column emission rate ratios are a function of the

clectron, in this cac than in the case ofsofter electron spWctr . magnitude of the flux. a result that previouslh was not

The separation of the 5577/4278 curves below 120 km is recognized. The emission rate ratio 6300/4278 decreases with
caJued h.% n increase in the dissociati e recombination ource increasing excitation of ,4278 because the electron impact \-

for the 0 I G\;;77) emission due to the additional ionization citation of 0('D) must compete with elastic scatterino h\ zon,-

and exc\itation produced b\ the more energetic spectra, at to',+ bien% eecirons. vibrationai excitation of N,. etc.. for the
altitudei. The evneral shape of the ratio versus altitude curves available secondary electron energy. At high altitudes, where

is a result of the relatise abundance of 0 and N, and the low%-energy electrons deposit their energy, electron heating
becomes the dominant mechanism. The high -278-A emission

- . rate implies large electron fluxes and high electron densities.

3 -- 0 / /

2%-

150
7712- . ,-

- - /.. " ' I

M 'I. 300

Fig 2 Altitude profiles of volume emission rate ratios OI
6300 4 11T. 5577 42 7. and 6.10 5577 for elctron fluscs of difTrent i s..si
e;h.,iteritic energies n. The energs input rite aissoiated th th Fig. 3. Column emission rate ratio 6300/4278 as a function of the
bomharding flux is I) crgi cm Is' for the easeofa = 0.3 ke' and 25 ahsolute emission rate of 4278 A for electron fluxes of different
erg,, cn ,or the other three eases. haracterilic energies 0

. .. . . . ....+ ...,..-, .-,-. , , -:.+ ;, ,. + +., + + - .t' ., -,, .0
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... ,.produced primarily by secondary electron impact, the argu.
ments given to explain the behavior of the 6300.4278 ratio

versus )i4278 curves 3ppl% here also. Howeer. the dccrcise in
the ratio 5577/4278 with increasing flux magnitude i% not as
large as that seen in the 6300/4278 case bccauc the threshoId
for excitation of O('S) is more than 2 e\ higher thin the OsDI

• ". threshold and the processes competing for the sccondjr, eec-1, . tron energy are not as effectise above 4.12 c%.
From the photometric measurements of emis.ion rate ratios

C 1. presented in Figures 3. 4. and S and the absolute emis.,ion rate
-.0 of 4278-A radiation the characteristic encre of the electron

S- 10.0 flux can be determined. With this a the total partill flux (and
energy flux) can be found b% using Figure 6. -A hich re!ateb total
particle flux to the 4278-A emission rate.

a m. The 4278-A emission rate per unit cnerg. deposition rate is a

AersmvUiC~s, parameter that is frequentl. used in auroral anal.sc [cr. Deeh,,Fig 4. Column emission rate ratio 5577/4278 as a function of the et at.. 19701. Until now it has been assumed that this quantit)
absolute emission rate of 4278 A for electron fluxes of different is a constant. Figure 7 indicates that this parameter depends
charactcritlic energies a. on the characteristic electron energy, reflecting the change in

composition with altitude. Thus e'cn a simple cal,:ulation of
The resulting high degree of ionization leads to the channeling the energy deposition rate requires the cnerg. ch-raritcistic of
of more energy into the electron gas. Contributions to the the incident electron flux.6300-A emission from recombination and thermal excitation Disccssia%
increase with increasing flux magnitude. however, these are
minor sources of excitation in comparison with electron im- The curves presented relate electron precipittion to three
pact [cf. Rees andJones. 19731. At lower altitudes, vibrational prominent emission features in the isible portion of the
excitation of No and O becomes the principal competitor for auroral spectrum. A characteristic cnerg.% n for the electron
the energy. Electrons associated with harder electron spectra stream can be found b% using the ratio of 6300.4278 and the
penetrate deeper into the atmosphere to levels where the absolute emission rate of 4278 A. With this a the particle flut
molecular species are more abundant than atomic ox)gen, this and the energy input rate into the atmosphere can be deduced
penetration explaining the decrease in the 6300/4278 ratio with A Maxwellian distribution of electron encrg. has beer used in
increasing a. the model computations presented here. If the spec:rum is not

Th: 5577/4278 ratio curves also show a variation with flux h1axellian in shape, as is assumed. the quant.i a will no
magnitude. Hard spectra (a = 10) produce excitation at an longer have a mathematical significance: hoexer. it can stilt
altitude where the contribution to O('S) excitation from be considered an energy characterisic. V e hase not explored
recombination is significant. At this level the electron density the effects of different electron spectra owing to the lare
varies as the square root of the ionization rate, which is up- amount of computing time required to model the nec-ssar.
proximately proportional to the 4278-A emission rate. Thus an ranges in flux and energy. We have prexiousl. shoun (Rees.
incrcase in i zing flux results in increased recombination and 1963. 19691 that for different electron spctsra the altitude
increased 5577-A emission, but the change is not linear. Since profiles of energy deposition. or ionization, assume different

0 the excitation or O('S) by soft primary electrons (a = 0.3) is shapes: it is reasonable to infer that the excitation rates of op-
tical emissions will likcwisc be different. Howexer. since
height-integrated parameters arc probably less sensitise to the

A 5??

..

001

A isiS iS1AYLEitsSi fttCiro"I 15.5 iO W-
1
'

Fig. 5. Column emission rate ratio 6300/5577 at a function or the Fig. 6. Electron flux associated %ith a gisen emission rate otf370
absolute emission rate of 4278 A ror electron fluxes of different A radiation for a range of characteristic energies a associated ilth the
characteristic energies a. electron spectrum.
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above 20 11 make only a small contribution to excitation of
the metastable oxygen levels. The shape of the electron spec-
trum is not used to compute the 4278-A emission. Thus
although the electron spectral shape is an important issue, the

IMF effect it has on the speetroscopic ratios of the emission features
presented here is only minor.

Ironically, the most prominent emission in the visible por-
115 tion of the auroral spectrum, the 5577-A radiation, is the most

difficult to explain. Although electron impact and dissociati,,.

~ / recombination art probably the most important sources of ex-
citation, one cannot discount other mechanisms that ria) in-
volve electron impact or photodissociation of 0,. energy

/ transfer reactions, or cascading from allowed levels of highl%
excited oxygen atoms. The 5577/4278 ratio curves must
therefore reflect this uncertainty. as mo~st the 6300.5577
curves. If consistent results are obtained b% usine the ratios

11 L :presented here, confidence in our understanding of the 5577-A
excitation will increase.

Fig 7. Emio rite or 4273S-A radiation per unit cncrg dcposi The opportunity exists to test the validiti of the Spec-
tin rat j, i function of the charactersi energy a asslociated with troscopic ratio method of deducing electron cnrl' spectra.
the ectron precipitation. The Isis 2 satellite carries particle detectors us well as

photometric detectors on board, providing both input and
output information for the model. The test event must be

differences in detail in electron spectra, our model corn- chosen carefully so ihat the aurora viewed bII the photometer
putitions should generally be applicable, is. in fact. produced by the electron flux measured in situ [cf.

Jones and Re-es 119731 give a summar table isholing that the Shepherd et al.. 19731. Information from the instruments on
obsersed ratio of molecular ions NO-O varies con- board the Atmospheric Explorer satellites will also bevaluable
siderabiN. and this [arge variability has since been noted by in this effort. Work alone these lines is in progress. -

Siider et al, [19741. Narcisi et al. 1 19741. and W. E. Sharp
(pri ate communication, 1974). In general, the observed ratios Ackpiouledgir The research has been supported b% the At.
are large than those predicted b% model computations that mospheric Sciences Section of the National Science Foundation under
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